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You want more? Advanced input of details, examples and help! Vip 600 books are condensed into 600 6-page PDFs for more wisdom in less time. Each PDF is recorded as a 20-minute MP3 for learning on the go. Brian shares his favorite Big Ideas in 10 minute episodes on PNTV. Apply these thoughts diligently, patiently, persistently and
playfully, and happy dances are guaranteed. Easy access and support you all need and more for personal success. 3,500 of the biggest ideas outlines and explained for easy and powerful implementation. Just click to download [pdf] CRACKING CREATIVITY - MICHEAL MICHALKO This book presents the thought strategies of creative
giants from science, art and industry. Creative-thinking techniques will show you how to create the ideas and creative solutions you need in your business and personal life. [pdf] CREATIVE RESPONSES TO NOW - OSHO This book presents intelligent insights for a new way of life. [pdf] WIN-WIN Negotiation Techniques – DAVID
GOLDWICH As you read this book, you will come to appreciate the benefits of win-win thinking. You will find that the tools you need are not difficult to master. And you realize that negotiation can be both fun and rewarding. [pdf] 25 ways to win with people – JOHN C MAXWELL AND LES PARROTT After reading this book, you will be
aware of how to win ways of working and learn the basics of how to do it. [pdf] RANDOM CREATIVE – TODD HENRY As creative, you will regularly find yourself in situations that require you to create brilliant ideas in the shortest possible time. This book will help you create faster and more efficiently than you ever imagined possible. This
book will help you create enough structure in your life to make the most of your creative process. It will also teach you how to stay engaged and prolific in the long run, which is often a problem for who has to produce constantly on demand. [pdf] The power of creativity - BRYAN COLLINS In this book, you'll find out why knowing your main
purpose is as important as feeling inspired by your creative projects. You will learn how a mentor can help you face your fears and overcome everyday obstacles. And you'll find out what to do if you don't find him. [pdf] YOUR CREATIVE BRAIN - SHELLEY CARSON Your creative brain: seven steps to maximize imagination, productivity
and innovation in your life. In this book, Shelley Carson presents a model that describes seven different patterns of brain activation. These include: openness and cognitive flexibility, mental ideas, different or associative thinking, convergent or deliberate thinking, judgment, self-expression and improvisation or flow. Some of these patterns
make it easy to create creative ideas, while some of them make it easier to implement ideas. The trick is to know which is which and how to get from one to That's what the book's about. [pdf] 21 Absolutely unbreakable laws of money - Brian Tracy One of your main goals in life should be financial independence. You have to try to reach
the point where you have enough money, so you will never have to worry about money again. [pdf] Memory Speed – Tony Buzan Speed Memory is a comprehensive memory training based on recent research. When working through the book, you can graduate from simple methods to highly advanced systems - increasing memory
performance all the time. [pdf] Use Your Head – Tony Buzan Tony Buzan explains the latest brain discoveries and helps you understand more clearly how your mind works. Using your head will help you study more effectively, solve problems more easily and develop your own ways of thinking. [pdf] Use Your Memory - Tony Buzan Tony
Buzan reveals his methods with engaging enthusiasm and draws on extraordinary, surreal images that illustrate how the mnemonic system works. Some of these images are shown in full color. For anyone who has trouble remembering facts and numbers, people and places, use your memory will be invaluable. [pdf] Book of Secrets -
Deepak Chopra, MD Unlocking the hidden dimensions of your life. [pdf] Contact point- Brian Tracy. Contact point: a proven system that simplifies your life, doubles your productivity and achieves all your goals. [pdf] Master Key – Charles F. Haanel Master Key is based on absolute scientific truth and will develop options that lie dormant in
the individual, and teach how they can be put into strong action, increase a person's effective ability, bringing added energy, differentiation, vigility and mental flexibility. [pdf] Radiance – Gina Lake The purpose of this e-book is to point out clues so you can more easily recognize yourself as Divine. [pdf] That's it – Daniel Erway (aka
Nirmala) This Is It: Essays on True Nature is a collection of articles and answers to questions by spiritual seekers. It captures the essence of spiritual research and provides the reader with a real transfer of presence on each page. [pdf] Time Power - Brian Tracy This book on time management is designed to provide you with hundreds of
valuable ideas that you can instantly use to organize your life and activities so you can get more of the things you want and need to achieve your own happiness. [pdf] Hard times never last, but tough people do! - Robert H. Schuller Dr. Robert Schuller translates his Possibility Thinking philosophy into an action plan for success and shows
how to turn your dreams into success, setbacks into new beginnings, and achievements into newer possibilities. [pdf] What about love? - Gina Lake Love is so important to our well-being; and yet, contacting what is in us that is naturally and spontaneously loving is often difficult. the book is meant to help you. [pdf] Map of the world Find
yourself with a map. [pdf] Business At The Speed Of Thought-Bill Gate Business at Speed of Thought is not a technical book.  It explains the business reasons and practical use of digital processes that solve real business problems. [pdf] Small Business Growth Management – Peter Wilson and Sue Bates Book aims to help entrepreneurs
achieve business success by providing basic skills and knowledge – enhancing entrepreneurs' ability to overcome obstacles and make the most of the opportunities they present themselves. [pdf] Power Up Your Mind - Bill Lucas At the heart of this book is a model of how we learn- Ready, Go, Steady - that will help you change the way
you perform. [pdf] Philosophy of Humanism - Corliss Lamont Corliss Lamont passionately believed that it was in our power to create peace on earth.  He pointed to the need for human solutions to human problems and recalled that humanists have nowhere to go. [pdf] Student Success Manifesto – Michael Simmons The goal of this book
is to help students self-educate and create their own standards of success regardless of the quality of their school system or social background. [pdf] Time Mastery - John Clemens and Scott Dalrymple In this book you will learn six strategic ways in which masters time conceptualize, and profit from time. [pdf] Quotes Collection For
Wisdom Seekers – Peter Shepherd Here are the collections of Peter Shepherd, (founder of Trans4mind) favorite quotes. These findings can inspire us to wake up and see the world [pdf] Essentialism-Greg Mckeown Greg McKeown offers a framework for distinguishing what is necessary, removing what is not, and removing obstacles to
be implementing what is necessary as possible. A disciplined effort to do less allows us to direct our time, energy, and effort to contribute as much as possible to what really matters. [pdf] Power Of Now - Eckhart Tolle Eckhart Tolle rightfully occupies its place among this special group of world class teachers. Eckhart's message:
humanity's problem is deeply rooted in the mind itself. [pdf] Spontaneous Evolution – Bruce Lipton &amp; Steve Bhaerman Spontaneous Evolution is a thoughtful book for anyone who wants to know the fate of humanity and the challenges we face as humans. It's a world-changing book by Bruce H. Lipton (Ph.D.) and Steve Bhaerman,
built on the foundations of the latest discoveries in science. [PDF] Life in the Light – SHAKTI GAWAIN Guide to Shakti Gawain's Personal and Planetary Transformation with Laurel King The basic message of the book seems as timely and relevant as ever. It refers to the consciousness and balance that comes into our lives as we are
aware, accept, and express many aspects of who we are, including parts maybe we were scared and refused. [PDF] Creative Mind: Myths and Mechanisms - Margaret A. Boden Margaret A. Boden based her book on knowledge of human creativity and how computers can help us understand it. The included examples focus on all types of
creativity: combinatory, exploratory, and transformative creativity. [PDF] BIG MAGIC: CREATIVE LIVING BEYOND FEAR - ELIZABETH GILBETH Do you have the courage to bring creative treasures hidden in you? Whether we're trying to write a book to art, find new ways to solve problems in our work, embark on a long-postponed
dream, or simply fill our daily lives with more mindfulness and passion, Big Magic's Elizabeth Gilbert digs deep into the generative process and unique insight into creativity. With deep empathy and radiant generosity, it offers a powerful insight into the mysterious nature of inspiration. He asks us to accept our curiosity and let go of
unnecessary suffering. It shows us how to deal with what we love most and how to face what we fear most. She discusses the attitudes, approaches and habits we need to be able to live our most creative lives. [pdf] 15 Priceless Laws of Growth – John.C.Maxwell This book written by John.C.Maxwell is dedicated to helping you understand
how personal growth works and helping you become a more efficient and fulfilled individual. The specifics of growth vary from person to person, but the principles are the same for each person. The book will teach you how to approach worthy growth goals. It's the key that unlocks the door. [pdf] Wake up Giant Inside – Anthony Robbins
Using the principles of driving and some of the success of conditioning techniques with personal rules, Anthony Robbins' quest to restore the dream and make it real for each of us to remember, then use the unlimited power that lies dormant in all of us. This book also applied usage principles to quality issues and emotional management
that focus consistently on improving the mind to develop unique differences on how to make our minds better. However, we can explore empowering options through articles, quotes, downloads, podcasts and free PDF books, or use the contact form for post, suggestions and possibly free advice with recommendations. Recommendations.
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